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SUMMARY

Microtubule plus end binding proteins (+TIPs)
localize to the dynamic plus ends of microtu-
bules, where they stimulate microtubule growth
and recruit signaling molecules. Three main
+TIP classes have been identified (XMAP215,
EB1, and CLIP-170), but whether they act
upon microtubule plus ends through a similar
mechanism has not been resolved. Here, we re-
port crystal structures of the tubulin binding do-
mains of XMAP215 (yeast Stu2p and Drosophila
Msps), EB1 (yeast Bim1p and human EB1),
and CLIP-170 (human), which reveal diverse
tubulin binding interfaces. Functional studies,
however, reveal a common property that native
or artificial dimerization of tubulin binding
domains (including chemically induced hetero-
dimers of EB1 and CLIP-170) induces tubulin
nucleation/assembly in vitro and, in most
cases, plus end tracking in living cells. We pro-
pose that +TIPs, although diverse in structure,
share a common property of multimerizing tu-
bulin, thus acting as polymerization chaperones
that aid in subunit addition to the microtubule
plus end.

INTRODUCTION

Microtubules are highly dynamic polymers that are utilized

for intracellular transport, the construction of the mitotic

spindle, and spatial organization (e.g., polarity) of

eukaryotic cells. Microtubules, cylindrical polymers of 13

protofilaments, are inherently asymmetric owing to the

head-to-tail polymerization of the ab tubulin heterodimer,

which propagates at a supermolecular level to create dis-

tinct ‘‘minus’’ and ‘‘plus’’ ends of the microtubule. In most

cells, microtubule polymerization is initiated at specific

locations (e.g., the centrosome), generating microtubule

arrays of fixed polarity with the plus ends extending

away from the sites of nucleation. Much of the cellular

microtubule dynamics (transitions between growth and
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shrinkage of polymer) occurs at the microtubule plus

end. Growing and shrinking plus ends enable microtu-

bules to explore the cytoplasm, searching to make con-

tacts with chromosomes during mitosis or engaging the

cell cortex to direct motility in migrating cells or growth

cones (Lansbergen and Akhmanova, 2006).

Microtubule dynamics have been reconstituted with

purified tubulin and GTP (Desai and Mitchison, 1997;

Horio and Hotani, 1986; Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984).

However, microtubules in cells exhibit distinct dynamic

properties compared with pure tubulin, in some cases

demonstrating more frequent interconversions between

growth and shrinkage and, in other cases, extreme stabil-

ity with little change in microtubule length (Srayko et al.,

2005; Tournebize et al., 2000). Such differences between

the behavior of microtubules composed of pure tubulin

and microtubules in cells is due to the actions of numerous

microtubule- or tubulin-associated factors, some of which

destabilize (e.g., Kinesin-13, stathmin/OP18, and katanin)

while others stabilize (EB1 and neuronal MAPs) the micro-

tubule (Kinoshita et al., 2001; McNally and Vale, 1993;

Moores and Milligan, 2006; Rogers et al., 2002; Samsonov

et al., 2004; Tournebize et al., 2000).

A particularly interesting class of microtubule binding

proteins is the +TIPs, which associate selectively with

the growing plus ends of microtubules. The first discov-

ered +TIP was CLIP-170, which was found to localize to

microtubule tips by immunofluorescence (Perez et al.,

1999; Pierre et al., 1992). Subsequent live cell imaging

revealed that CLIP-170-GFP tracked along growing mi-

crotubule plus ends, appearing as short fluorescent

‘‘comets’’ traveling centripetally through the cytoplasm

and disappearing abruptly when the microtubule con-

verted to a depolymerizing state (Perez et al., 1999; Pierre

et al., 1992). Subsequently, the EB1 protein family and

XMAP215 family were identified as +TIP proteins (Mim-

ori-Kiyosue et al., 2000; van Breugel et al., 2003). CLIP-

170 (and the related p150Glued protein of dynactin), EB1

(and the related CLAMP protein), and XMAP215 (and the

related CLASP proteins [see Discussion]) each have dis-

tinct, characteristic domains and are found in virtually all

eukaryotes. The roles of these proteins are numerous

and complex. Loss or inhibition of these proteins compro-

mises microtubule growth in many cells types (Brittle and

Ohkura, 2005; Cullen et al., 1999; Rogers et al., 2002), and
sevier Inc.
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Figure 1. Delineation of Tubulin Binding

Domains

(A) Domain structure diagrams of XMAP215

family members Msps and Stu2p, EB1 family

members EB1 and Bim1p, and CLIP-170. Do-

mains indicated are TOG domains, C-terminal

domain (CTD), coiled coil (CC), calponin ho-

mology domain (CH), dimerization domain

(DD), CAP-Gly (CG) domain, and zinc finger

domain (Zn). Scale bar indicates 1000 amino

acids. Gel filtration studies testing the interac-

tion of +TIP domains with tubulin (B–E). Traces

are colored as follows: tubulin alone, black;

+TIP domain(s) alone, red; and tubulin plus

+TIP, green. Plots indicate absorption at 280

nm on the y axis and elution volume in ml along

the x axis. (B) Msps TOG1-2. (C) EB1 full-

length. (D) CLIP-1701–350. (E) Summary of gel

filtration data presented in (B)–(D) and

Figure S1, where ++, +, and � indicate strong,

moderate, and no tubulin shift, respectively.
in some cases, enhanced nucleation and polymerization

of microtubules has been demonstrated for purified

+TIPs in reconstituted assays (Gard and Kirschner,

1987; Kerssemakers et al., 2006; Kinoshita et al., 2001;

Vasquez et al., 1994). In addition, the +TIPs create a net-

work of complex protein-protein interactions, including

interactions between +TIPs themselves as well as with

a second tier of signaling proteins and actin-binding pro-

teins (Lansbergen and Akhmanova, 2006). In addition,

+TIPs interact with a number of adaptor proteins, afford-

ing specific subcellular localization. For example, the

XMAP215 family is specifically recruited to the centro-

some by the TACC family of proteins, indicative of +TIP

functions beyond microtubule plus end regulation (Lee

et al., 2001).

While the cell biological roles of +TIPs have been the

subject of extensive studies in the last few years, the

detailed mechanisms of how they localize to the plus

end and affect microtubule dynamics remain to be re-

solved. Association of some +TIP domains with purified

tubulin has suggested a model in which +TIPs bind tubulin

monomers or oligomers in solution and then coassemble

onto the growing microtubule plus end (Diamantopoulos

et al., 1999; Folker et al., 2005). However, in other cases,

motor-driven transport of +TIPs to microtubule ends has

been observed and suggested as another mechanism

for plus end accumulation (Busch et al., 2004; Carvalho

et al., 2004). The dissociation of +TIPs has been sug-

gested to occur either by decreased affinity after incorpo-

ration into the mature microtubule lattice or by release due

to phosphorylation (Tirnauer et al., 2004; Vaughan et al.,

2002; Wittmann and Waterman-Storer, 2005).

In this study, we sought to compare the atomic struc-

tures and biochemical mechanisms of representatives of
Molecular C
the three main +TIPs families: XMAP215 (also known by

the S. pombe and human counterparts, Dis1 and Ch-

TOG), CLIP-170, and EB1. We find each domain to be

structurally unique with a conserved face utilized for tubu-

lin association. However, single domains fail to promote

microtubule growth in vitro and fail to engage in robust mi-

crotubule plus end tracking activity in vivo. Instead, dimer-

ization of domains, either from within a single +TIP family

or as heterodimerized domains across +TIP families, pro-

mote microtubule growth below tubulin’s critical concen-

tration in vitro and restore plus end tracking activity in vivo.

The studies reveal a common mechanism in which diverse

tubulin binding scaffolds in +TIPs serve to oligomerize

tubulin prior to loading onto the microtubule plus end to

facilitate microtubule assembly.

RESULTS

Tubulin Binding and Polymerization Activity
of +TIP Domains
Tubulin Binding by Gel Filtration

Prior to initiating structural studies, we first sought to

express and define regions of +TIP proteins that interact

with tubulin. For the XMAP215 family, sequence homology

reveals a single common domain (termed the TOG do-

main) that is conserved across species (Andrade et al.,

2001). This domain is repeated twice in the S. cerevisiae

homolog Stu2p, while higher eukaryotes have five arrayed

TOG domains (Figure 1A). Sequence analysis reveals that

TOG domains can be further subclassified into two or pos-

sibly three types (termed A, B, and C TOG domains) (see

Figure S2 in the Supplemental Data available with this ar-

ticle online). The TOG domain types alternate in the poly-

peptide: for higher eukaryotes, TOG domains 1 and 3 are
ell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 977
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type A, TOG domains 2 and 4 are type B, and TOG domain

5 is type C (mostly closely related to type A). The predicted

pI of TOG domain A is negative at physiological pH, while

type B displays a net positive charge. C-terminal to the

TOG domains, yeast Stu2p has a predicted coiled coil fol-

lowed by a basic region that has been shown to bind to mi-

crotubules (Nakaseko et al., 2001), while higher eukaryotic

homologs have a unique conserved C-terminal domain

(CTD) also implicated in microtubule association (Popov

et al., 2001). In contrast to Stu2p, which dimerizes, higher

eukaryotic family members are monomeric (Al-Bassam

et al., 2006; Graf et al., 2000; van Breugel et al., 2003).

We expressed the TOG1 and TOG2 domains from the

Drosophila XMAP215 homolog (termed Mini spindles,

Msps) and yeast Stu2p and tested whether they formed

a complex with ab tubulin heterodimers by coelution in

gel filtration chromatography. Neither Msps TOG1 or

TOG2 alone or added in trans formed a complex with

tubulin, although a tandem TOG1-2 construct interacted

with tubulin in this assay (Figures 1B and 1E; Figures

S1A and S1B), corroborating preexisting evidence of an

N-terminal tubulin binding domain in the XMAP215 family

(Spittle et al., 2000). Analysis of the shifted TOG1-2:tubulin

peak via gel filtration and dynamic light scattering indi-

cated a mass of 121 kDa, which is less than the expected

complex value of 167 kDa and suggests that the complex

dissociates to some extent during the gel filtration run

(Figures 1B and 1E; Figure S1B). In contrast to individual

Msps TOG domains, single TOG1 and TOG2 domains

from Stu2p interacted with ab tubulin heterodimers

(Figure 1E; Figures S1D and S1E). When TOG1 and

TOG2 were added in trans in the presence of tubulin, the

shift was identical to that produced by a single Stu2p

TOG domain with tubulin, indicating that TOG1 and

TOG2 were competing for identical or overlapping sites

on ab tubulin (Figure 1E; Figures S1D–S1H). The Stu2p

TOG1-2 construct was insoluble in E. coli and thus pre-

cluded further investigation. The coelution of Stu2p

TOG1 with tubulin agrees with findings of Al-Bassam

et al., but in contrast to our result, TOG2 did not bind to

tubulin in the Al-Bassam study (Al-Bassam et al., 2006).

The EB1 family of plus end binding proteins is charac-

terized by an N-terminal calponin homology (CH) domain,

a flexible linker region, and a C-terminal dimerization/

cargo recruitment domain composed of a coiled coil and

four-helix bundle (Figure 1A) (Honnappa et al., 2005;

Slep et al., 2005). Expressed CH domains (both single

and dimerized) from human EB1 and yeast Bim1p did

not produce a shift in tubulin elution in the gel filtration

assay, suggesting that they do not interact strongly with

tubulin (Figures 1C and 1E; Figures S1I–S1L). These re-

sults agree with other in vitro binding assays with tubulin

monomers (Niethammer et al., 2007), although other

experiments suggest direct interactions between EB1

and microtubules (Hayashi and Ikura, 2003) and evidence

for a microtubule lattice seam interaction has been

obtained for the S. pombe homolog Mal3p (Sandblad

et al., 2006).
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The CLIP-170 family of +TIP proteins is characterized

by an N-terminal, conserved CAP-Gly domain (one in

yeast and two in higher eukaryotes), a long central coiled

coil, and C-terminal, conserved zinc finger motifs utilized

for cargo attachment (Figure 1A) (Pierre et al., 1992). Func-

tional plus end tracking has been reported for a mono-

meric construct lacking the dimerization domain but con-

taining both tandem CAP-Gly domains (Pierre et al., 1994).

We found that both a single CAP-Gly domain (CLIP-

17057–210) and the tandem CAP-Gly domains from human

CLIP-170 (CLIP-1701–350) formed a clear complex with tu-

bulin by gel filtration. However, the distinct elutions for

CLIP-17057–210 versus CLIP-1701–350 suggest that tubulin

forms a 1:1 and a 2:1 complex with these two constructs,

respectively. Thus tandem CAP-Gly domains may be

capable of multimerizing tubulins (Figures 1D and 1E

and Figures S1M), consistent with previously reported

sedimentation behavior of CLIP-170 and tubulin (Arnal

et al., 2004; Diamantopoulos et al., 1999).

In summary, the gel filtration tubulin binding studies in-

dicate that TOG and CAP-Gly domains interact directly

with ab tubulin but with varying affinities dependent

upon the specific species and the number of tubulin bind-

ing domains arrayed or homodimerized. EB1 and Bim1p,

in contrast, have sufficiently low affinity for ab tubulin het-

erodimers so as to preclude measurement by gel filtration

binding studies. However, these results do not rule out

a direct interaction of these domains with tubulin in solu-

tion or in the microtubule.

Microtubule Nucleation Activity

To investigate functional roles of the +TIP tubulin binding

domains, we examined their effects on tubulin polymeriza-

tion in vitro using turbidity and microscopy as readouts of

microtubule formation. We compared and contrasted the

effect of single +TIP domains versus tandem domains or

artificially homodimerized (fusion to glutatione S-transfer-

ase [GST] or the GCN4 leucine zipper [LZ] motif) domains.

Msps TOG1-2, the minimum domain that binds to tubu-

lin by gel filtration assays, failed to promote microtubule

nucleation (Figure 2A). In contrast, GST-Msps TOG1-2

and an arrayed construct, Msps TOG1-2-1-2, potently

promoted microtubule nucleation, greatly reducing the

minimal lag time and increasing polymer mass (Figures

2A and 2D; note, TOG1-2-3-4 could not be expressed in

bacteria). Single Stu2p TOG domains failed to promote

microtubule polymerization, and the addition of Stu2p

TOG1 was even slightly inhibitory (Figure 2A). EB1 CH

domain constructs including native homodimer (EB1FL),

monomeric (EB11–133), and a truncated homodimer

(EB112–255, which lacks a potential autoinhibitory tail se-

quence and a nonconserved N-terminal segment) failed

to affect nucleation rates (Figure 2B). Similar behavior

was noted with monomeric Bim1p (Bim1p1–187); however,

the homodimerized counterpart (Bim1p1–187-LZ) potently

promoted microtubule nucleation (Figures 2B and 2D).

Analysis of CLIP-170 constructs showed that a single

CAP-Gly domain (CLIP-17057–210) caused slight inhibi-

tion of microtubule nucleation, but the homodimerized
lsevier Inc.
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Figure 2. +TIP Tubulin Binding Domains Promote Microtubule Nucleation

(A–C) Polymerization of tubulin determined via turbidity (absorbance [AU] measured at 350 nm). Tubulin alone (12.5 mM), black curve; tubulin (12.5 mM)

plus +TIP construct (1 mM), indicated by color-coded legend above the curves. All +TIPs alone showed no change in turbidity over time, and a GST

control showed no effect on tubulin’s polymerization rate (data not shown).

(D) Analysis of TMR-labeled tubulin polymerized for 100 or 300 s as in (A)–(C), fixed in glutaraldehyde, and pelleted onto coverslips for imaging. Scale

bar, 50 mm.
counterpart (GST-CLIP-17057–210) or a construct contain-

ing tandem CAP-Gly domains 1 and 2 (CLIP-1701–350) pro-

moted microtubule formation (similar to findings by Arnal

et al. [2004] using CLIP-1701–481) albeit with a lag time sim-

ilar to that observed for tubulin alone (Figures 2C and 2D).

Microscopic analysis (Figure 2D) reveals that +TIPs, partic-

ularly CLIP-170, also induce microtubule bundling in vitro,

an effect we note will augment the bulk turbidity readings in

Figures 2A–2C beyond a comparable concentration of

nonbundled microtubules. In summary, our results show

that a single +TIP domain has no effect or an inhibitory

effect on microtubule nucleation/polymerization, while

multimerized domains strongly promote polymerization

and often nucleation, with human EB1 being the only

exception. Multimerized +TIP domains that promoted

microtubule polymerization also promoted polymerization

at tubulin’s in vitro critical concentration (data not shown).

Structure Determination of Tubulin Binding
Domains of +TIPs
TOG Domains from Yeast Stu2p

and Drosophila Mini Spindles

We attempted to crystallize TOG1, TOG2, and TOG1-2

constructs but only obtained diffraction-quality crystals

from the TOG2 domains of yeast Stu2p and Drosophila

Msps. The TOG2 domain from Stu2p crystallized in the

space group P212121 with one molecule in the asymmetric
Molecular
unit. The structure was determined using multiwavelength

anomalous dispersion (MAD) phasing from selenomethio-

nine (SeMet)-derivatized protein to a resolution of 1.7 Å.

The TOG2 domain from Drosophila Msps was crystallized

in the space group C2221 (one molecule per asymmetric

unit); the structure was determined to 2.1 Å resolution

also using MAD phasing. Data, phasing, and refinement

statistics for these and subsequently described structures

are presented in Table 1.

The Stu2p and Msps TOG2 are elongated domains

(�20 3 30 3 60 Å) formed by six HEAT-like repeats A–F,

each comprised of a pair of parallel helices (Figures 3A

and 3B). (We denote the helices using the TOG domain

number followed by the HEAT-like repeat letter; frag-

mented helices are denoted numerically by subscripts,

and the parallel helix is denoted by a prime.) Only HEAT re-

peats C and D of Msps TOG2 and C and F of Stu2p form

canonical HEAT repeats, in which the first a helix is kinked

by 90�, positioning the N-terminal segment of the helix or-

thogonal to helix a0 (Figure 3D), structurally similar to the

third orthogonal helix found in armadillo repeats. HEAT-

like repeat E, particularly of Stu2p, is characterized by

a segmented N-terminal a helix we denote as a1 and a2

(Figure 3D). The TOG domain has a small helical twist

along the axis of the HEAT-like repeats, compared with

the more substantial twist of other HEAT-repeat structures

such as importin-b (Cingolani et al., 1999).
Cell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 979
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Interesting and likely important features of the TOG do-

main are the structured loops between the helices. The in-

tra-HEAT loops on one face of the molecule (face A) show

a higher degree of structural identity between Stu2p and

Msps TOG2 (rmsd of 1.3 Å over 60 main-chain atoms)

(Figure 3C) than the loops on the opposite B face (rmsd

of 3.7 Å over 87 homologous main-chain atoms, not fac-

toring the larger Stu2p inserts that occur in face B) and

the helices themselves (rmsd of 2.1 Å over 513 main-chain

atoms). The loops in face A also contain the most highly

conserved residues among TOG domains from many spe-

cies (Figure 3E). Among these are seven highly conserved

lysines and an arginine, making the net charge on face A

highly positive (Figure 3F and Figure S2). Also exposed

on face A is an invariant tryptophan residue, W292, found

in TOG types A and B (type C has a conserved phenylala-

nine), situated on the intra-HEAT loop between a2A2 and

a2A0 (Figure 3G and Figure S2). W292 along with V334

establishes a conserved hydrophobic character to face

A. Directly below W292, a highly conserved, buried salt

bridge between R295 and D331 prohibits the tryptophan

from torsional engagement with the core (Figure 3G).

The combination of highly conserved, exposed hydro-

phobics and positively charged residues makes face A

a likely region for interacting with tubulin. We tested

this hypothesis through the single or double mutagene-

sis of the conserved tryptophans exposed on face A of

Msps TOG1 and TOG2 (W21 and W292, respectively) to

glutamates. The ability of Msps TOG1-2 to shift ab tubu-

lin over gel filtration was diminished with either single

point mutant (W21E and W292E) and completely abro-

gated in the double point mutant (Figure 3H). This result

indicates that the solvent-exposed conserved trypto-

phan is a critical determinant for tubulin binding on

face A and that binding is a cooperative activity be-

tween tubulin heterodimers and the arrayed TOG do-

mains. While this paper was being submitted, Al-Bas-

sam et al. reported the structure of the TOG3 domain

from Zyg-9, the XMAP215 homolog in C. elegans. This

class B TOG domain displays an overall fold and tubulin

binding activity that corroborates our Msps and Stu2p

TOG2 domain results (Al-Bassam et al., 2007).

CH Domains of Yeast Bim1p and Human EB1

The CH domains of EB1 and Bim1p structures were deter-

mined using MAD phasing and SeMet-derivatized protein.

The structure of human EB1 is very similar to a previously

reported structure (Hayashi and Ikura, 2003), but ours was

determined with two molecules in the asymmetric unit and

to a higher resolution of 1.25 Å. We also delineate two he-

lices, a 310 helix (between a3 and a4) and a7, which were

modeled as loop regions in the Hayashi and Ikura struc-

ture. Bim1p was determined from a P212121 lattice to a

resolution of 1.9 Å with one molecule in the asymmetric

unit. The overall fold of the Bim1p CH domain is nearly

identical to the human with an rmsd of 1.3 Å over 351

main-chain atoms (Figure 4C, compared using EB1 proto-

mer A), while the comparable rmsd between our human

EB1 and the Hayashi et al. structure is 0.5 Å. The EB1/Bim1p
ular Cell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 981
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Figure 3. Structure of the Second TOG Domains from Mini Spindles and Stu2p

Ribbon diagram of the TOG2 domain from Msps (A) and Stu2p (B) with the six HEAT-like repeats represented in shades of similar color and labeled A–F.

The conserved and nonconserved regions (faces A and B, respectively) are indicated. (C) Least-squares fit of Msps (color) and Stu2p (gray) with TOG2

domains shown in cylindrical helix representation. (D) Individual TOG2 HEAT-like repeats are shown for Msps and Stu2p in ribbons format in similar

orientations after global least-squares fit of each TOG2 domain. The definitive a helix kink that defines HEAT repeats is evident in the a2 helices of

Msps HEAT-like repeats C and D and Stu2p HEAT-like repeats C and F. (E) 90� rotations of the Msps TOG2 domain about its long axis shown at

left in ribbons for orientation and at right in CPK representation for conservation mapping. TOG2 residues with 80% identity across species are rep-

resented in green, 80% conservation in yellow (see Figure S2). (E) 2Fo� Fc electron density map at 1.7 Å resolution of the Stu2p TOG2 structure con-

toured at 1.0 s showing the surface exposed and highly conserved KEKK loop of HEAT-like repeat C. (G) 2Fo� Fc electron density map at 2.1 Å res-

olution of the Msps TOG2 structure contoured at 1.0 s showing the surface exposed W292 residue and the buried R295-D331 salt bridge. Inset (upper

left) indicates the relative orientation of the TOG domain (F and G). (H) Gel filtration tubulin binding assays for wild-type (WT) and mutant Msps TOG1-2.

Single or double mutations of the conserved TOG domain tryptophan (TOG1: W21E, TOG2: W292E) are indicated above the chromatogram. Tubulin

alone, black; Msps TOG1-2 WT alone, red. The plot indicates absorption at 280 nm on the y axis (mAU) and elution volume in ml along the x axis.
982 Molecular Cell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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Figure 4. Structure of the Calponin Homology Domains of EB1 and Bim1p

Ribbon diagram of the N-terminal CH domain from EB1 (A) and Bim1p (B) centered on the highly conserved a6 helix. (C) Least-squares fit of EB1

(color) and Bim1p (gray) CH domains with cylindrical helix representation showing the overall structural conservation between these two members.

(D) 2Fo� Fc electron density map at 1.25 Å resolution of the EB1 CH domain structure contoured at 1.0 s showing the highly conserved aromatic core.

(E) Ninety degrees rotation of the EB1 CH domain about the y axis shown above in ribbon format for orientation and below in CPK representation for

conservation mapping and to summarize mutagenesis results. Center: CH domain residues with 80% identity across species are represented in

green, 80% conservation in yellow (D and E) (see Figure S3). Bottom row: results of CH domain mutagenesis on the ability of EB11–187-LZ to plus

end track are mapped. Ablation of microtubule association, brick red (three cluster mutants indicated: [S16A, R17E, H18E, D19R], [K59E, K60E],

and [K66E, L67D]). No effect on microtubule plus end tracking, slate.
CH domain is formed by eight helices that pack around

a central conserved hydrophobic helix, a3. Helices 3,4,

and 6 are aligned in parallel, with a4 flanked on one

side by an extended loop dissected by the 310 helix and

flanked on the other by the extended a4-5 loop (Figures

4A and 4B).

Many of the highly conserved surface residues in EB1

proteins are found in a6, featuring a conserved hydro-

phobic groove created by Phe107, Trp110 and Phe114

(Figure 4D) and conserved electrostatic residues Gln102,

Asp103, Glu106, Gln109, and Lys113 (data not shown).

To explore the tubulin binding interface of EB1, we

mutated several of the conserved surface residues using

single or cluster mutations, transfected these EGFP-

tagged constructs into HeLa cells, and examined plus

end tracking by time lapse microscopy. To prevent heter-

odimerization with native EB1, the endogenous dimeriza-

tion domain was replaced with the GCN4 leucine zipper
Molecular
motif. Mutations on one hemisphere of the domain

(delineated as face A) resulted in ablation of in vivo plus

end tracking activity (mapped in Figure 4E), yielding,

instead, diffuse cytosolic localization. This region is delin-

eated by a1 and the a3-a4 loop that encompasses the 310

helix described earlier. This tubulin binding zone partially

overlaps with the CH domain’s actin binding zone delin-

eated by the regions homologous to a1 and a5-a6 in

EB1 (Figure S4) (Mino et al., 1998; Sutherland-Smith

et al., 2003). We note that the majority of EB1’s surface

is highly conserved, likely reflecting its use in a variety of

conserved protein-protein interactions in addition to

tubulin binding (Ligon et al., 2006; Vaughan, 2005).

CAP-Gly Domain of Human CLIP-170

The first CAP-Gly domain from human CLIP-170 was crys-

tallized in the space group P21212 with one molecule in the

asymmetric unit, and the structure was determined to 2.0

Å resolution by MAD phasing (using a SeMet-derivatized
Cell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 983
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Figure 5. Structure of the First CAP-Gly Domain of CLIP-170

(A) Ninety degrees rotation of CLIP-170’s first CAP-Gly domain about the y axis shown above in ribbon format for orientation (left) and in CPK

representation for conservation mapping (right) with 80% identity shown in green, 80% conservation in yellow (see Figure S4).

(B) Ribbon diagram of the first CAP-Gly domain from CLIP-170 with b strands indicated in light green. Conserved glycine residues that constitute

the CAP-Gly domain are indicated along the ribbon in magenta. Conserved residues across CAP-Gly domains (excluding glycines) are indicated

in stick format (colored as in [A]). The D100-R107 and R63-D93 salt bridges are indicated.

(C) Least-squares fit of the CLIP-170 CAP-Gly 1 domain (colored) and the human p150Glued CAP-Gly domain (gray, left) (Honnappa et al., 2006) and

the C. elegans F53F4.3 CAP-Gly domain (gray, right) (Li et al., 2002). The loop insert present in F53F4.3 is indicated in red.
984 Molecular Cell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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mutant, Q124M). The fold, which has a weak similarity to

a SH3 domain, is composed of seven b strands that

form two b sheets (Figures 5A and 5B). Strands are con-

nected by long, extended loop regions with conserved

glycine residues mediating key structural turns. The cen-

tral b sheet bifurcates the conserved hydrophobic core

and undergoes a sharp bend in b2, enabling the b2-1-7

region of the b sheet to envelop the lower half of the

conserved hydrophobic core. The overall architecture is

highly similar to the structure of the p150Glued CAP-Gly do-

main and a CAP-Gly domain from a putative C. elegans a-

tubulin folding chaperone, F53F4 (respective rmsd values

of 0.9 Å and 1.1 Å over 213 main-chain atoms; Figure 5C)

(Hayashi et al., 2005; Li et al., 2002).

While both halves of the hydrophobic core are highly

conserved across CAP-Gly domains, the upper half’s

constituency is conserved to a higher degree with core

aromatic residues including Phe76, Phe82, Trp87,

Tyr108, Phe109, and Phe118 and structural elements in-

cluding the b4-b5 sheet and the extended b2-b3 loop.

Comparing CAP-Gly structures using only the highly con-

served segment from b2 to b6 (CLIP-17072–118), CLIP-170

exhibited an rmsd of only 0.4 Å with both p150Glued and

F53F4.3.

The most highly conserved face of the CAP-Gly domain

consists of conserved, exposed hydrophobic residues of

the upper core and an invariant region in the b3-b4 loop,

containing the sequence GKNDG (residues 97–101)

(Figure 6D). The GKNDG motif flanks the exposed hydro-

phobic core and is stabilized by two conserved salt bridge

pairs: Arg63-Asp93 and Asp100-Arg107 (Figures 5A,

5B, and 5D). A cocrystal of the p150Glued CAP-Gly domain

with the C-terminal dimerization domain of EB1 has

revealed that the GKNDG CAP-Gly sequence interacts

with the sequence motif EEY/F-COO� on EB1 (Honnappa

et al., 2006). This EEY/F-COO�motif is also found in a-tu-

bulin, and thus it was proposed that the same interface

occurs between CAP-Gly domains and tubulin. To test

whether this conserved GKNDG motif contributed to tubu-

lin binding and plus-end localization, we altered the

charge of this segment by mutating the motif to GEDDG.

Using the plus end tracking competent Drosophila con-

struct CLIP-1903–235-LZ-GFP, the GEDDG mutant failed

to plus end track or localize to microtubules but was

instead diffusely localized in the cytoplasm (Figure 6E;

Movie S1). This result substantiates the hypothesis of

Honnappa et al. for the role of this motif in microtubule

interactions and suggests that EB1 and tubulin compete

for the same binding site.
Molecular
Multimerized +TIP Domains Confer Plus End
Tracking In Vivo
Having determined structures and in vitro activities of +TIP

domains, we next tested the functions of these domains in

living cells with regard to plus end tracking activity. A sin-

gle CH domain from EB1 or CAP-Gly domain from CLIP-

190 fused to GFP did not plus end track when transfected

into Drosophila S2 cells (Figure 6). However, artificial di-

merization of these domains with a leucine zipper enabled

clear plus end tracking along microtubules (Figure 6;

Movies S2 and S3). We also tested the ability of the TOG

domains from Msps to confer plus end localization in S2

cells. Consistent with previous findings (Popov et al.,

2001), we found that full-length Msps fused to GFP could

plus end track, but a truncation encompassing TOG1-4

did not and instead was diffusely localized in the cell (Fig-

ure 6), as was a leucine zipper dimerized TOG1-2 con-

struct (data not shown). This result, unlike the above result

for EB1 and CLIP-170, suggests a more complex plus end

tracking requirement for XMAP215 than simply binding

multiple tubulin monomers and suggests a possible syner-

gistic role for the CTD to cooperate with the TOG domains

for microtubule plus end localization. Analysis of Msps

TOG1-4 fused to a leucine zipper, however, resulted in mi-

crotubule decoration. This construct raised the functional

number of TOG domains to eight, indicative that TOG do-

mains have an inherent affinity for the microtubule lattice,

but the bona fide microtubule bind and release mecha-

nism employed by XMAP215 family +TIPs likely requires

a carefully titrated affinity mediated by five TOG domains

and the CTD in metazoans and four TOG domains and

two C-terminal tubulin binding domains in the functionally

homodimeric yeast counterparts.

To obtain further evidence for a role of dimerization in

plus end tracking, we fused the human EB1 CH domain

to either FRB or FKBP domains, transfected both con-

structs into HeLa cells, and then induced dimerization in

real time by addition of the natural product rapamycin

(which binds to and crossbridges FRB and FKBP [Banas-

zynski et al., 2005; Choi et al., 1996]). When either con-

struct alone was transfected into HeLa cells, only diffuse

localization was observed either in the presence or ab-

sence of rapamycin (data not shown). When both con-

structs were transfected simultaneously in the absence

of rapamycin, a diffuse cytoplasmic localization was

again observed. However, when rapamycin was added,

the GFP-tagged proteins rapidly relocalized to the tips

of growing microtubules (Figure 7; Movies S5A and

S5B). Identical results were obtained with a similar set
(D) 2Fo � Fc electron density map at 2.0 Å resolution, contoured at 1.0 s showing a segment of the conserved b3-b4 loop’s GKNDG motif with D100

torsionally fixed via hydrogen bonds to R107 and S102 and the N99 rotamer fixed via a hydrogen bond between its dO and G101’s backbone amine.

The GKNDG motif flanks the conserved hydrophobic region F82, W87, V103, and F118 as shown, that together comprise the tentative tubulin

C-terminal binding site. Inset (upper left) indicates the relative orientation of the CAP-Gly domain.

(E) Images of Drosophila S2 cells transfected with CLIP-1903–235-LZ-EGFP (above) and the K98E, N99D mutant (below). Boxed regions at left are

shown as time series at right (time in seconds indicated in the lower left). Arrows track a single microtubule tip for the CLIP-1903–235-LZ-EGFP

construct across the time series, color coded according to the time point. Scale bar, 5 mm.
Cell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 985
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Figure 6. In Vivo Analysis of +TIP Tubulin

Binding Domains and the Plus End

Tracking Correlate

In vivo analysis of Drosophila S2 cells trans-

fected with EGFP fusions of +TIP domains or

+TIP domains fused to the GCN4 leucine

zipper (LZ) motif. Domains from top to bottom:

DmEB11–191, CLIP-1903–235, and Msps TOG1-

4 (residues 3–1175). Images at right corre-

spond to a magnification of the boxed region

in the first column and represent a time series

at 4 s intervals denoted at the top of each col-

umn. Arrows, color coded to the respective

time point, track individual microtubule plus

ends. Scale bar in left column, 5 mm.
of experiments chemically dimerizing CAP-Gly domain 1

of CLIP-170 (CLIP-1703–210-FRB) to CAP-Gly domain 2

(CLIP-170129–350-FKBP) in HeLa cells (Figure 6B; Movie

S6). These results provide strong evidence for the role

of dimerization of +TIP tubulin binding domains in the

localization to microtubule plus ends.

Given the similar minimal requirement for two tubulin

binding domains for plus end tracking by EB1 and CLIP-

170, we next asked whether a heterodimer of these two

unrelated structural domains might enable plus end track-

ing. To address this, we cotransfected EB11–187-FRB and

CLIP-1703–210-FKBP into cells. Remarkably, rapamycin

addition also induced a relocalization of these proteins

to microtubule tips (Figure 7 and Movie S7). These results

indicate that two structurally unrelated +TIP tubulin bind-

ing scaffolds can cooperate together to localize to grow-

ing microtubule plus ends.
986 Molecular Cell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 E
DISCUSSION

In this work, we have analyzed the biochemical mecha-

nisms of three plus end tracking protein families (EB1,

CLIP-170, and XMAP215) using X-ray crystallography,

in vitro tubulin binding/assembly assays, and in vivo plus

end tracking assays. We present five crystal structures

of +TIP tubulin binding domains across multiple species

and families, illustrating structural conservation within fami-

lies and functional convergence across families. In vitro and

in vivo analysis reveal an underlying general theme to

these unrelated domains. While tubulin binding can be

conferred by a single +TIP domain, the promotion of mi-

crotubule nucleation and polymerization in vitro and plus

end tracking in vivo require multiple domains acting in

concert. In the case of EB1 and CLIP-170 members, two

domains are required for robust plus end localization
lsevier Inc.
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Figure 7. In Vivo Chemical Dimerization Facilitates Microtubule Plus End Tracking in Real Time

HeLa cells dually transfected with FRB-EGFP and FKBP-EGFP fusions of EB1 and/or CLIP-170. EB1 constructs embody residues 1–185; CLIP-170

constructs embody residues 3–210 and 129–350. After 1 min of imaging, rapamycin was added to the media for a final concentration of 50 nM. Mag-

nified images at right correspond to the boxed region in the first column of the respective row. Images represent a single time point pre-rapamycin

treatment and three consecutive time points, taken at 2 s intervals, post-rapamycin treatment. Arrows, color coded to the respective time point, track

individual microtubule plus ends. Time in seconds is indicated relative to rapamycin addition (t = 0 s). Scale bar in left column, 5 mm.
and these two structurally unrelated domains can even

cooperate if artificially joined together to achieve this ac-

tivity. XMAP215 members are more complicated, perhaps

due to the relative weaker association between TOG

domains and tubulin in higher eukaryotic members. How-

ever, multimerization of TOG domains clearly facilitates

tubulin nucleation in vitro and overall microtubule associ-

ation in living cells. From these data, we propose a model

in which unrelated tubulin binding domains have conver-

gently evolved a similar mechanism for enhancing tubulin

assembly on growing microtubule ends by acting as mul-

tivalent tubulin polymerization chaperones.

Structural Comparison of +TIP Proteins
The tubulin binding domains of these three +TIP proteins

are quite diverse in their architecture and show no evi-

dence of a common evolutionary origin. However, we

show that the structural conservation within a +TIP class

is very high, as evidenced by the near superimposition

of yeast Bim1p with human EB1 and yeast Stu2p with Dro-

sophila Mini spindles. The different architectures also sug-

gest varying interactions modes with tubulin and potential

synergy between the +TIPs. XMAP215 has a very flat bind-

ing interface created by a series of rigid, highly conserved

loops on one face of the TOG domain; the length of the

TOG domain is fairly closely matched to a tubulin mono-

mer (a or b) and likely makes extensive contacts through a

combination of hydrophobic and electrostatic interac-

tions. In contrast to the elongated TOG domain, the CH

domain of EB1 is spherical and approximately half the size.

Mutagenesis suggests that several residues around one

hemisphere contribute to tubulin binding. These data are
Molecular C
consistent with recent work suggesting that EB1 might

nestle in the groove between tubulin protofilaments

(Sandblad et al., 2006). CLIP-170 also has a globular

structure and our data, in conjunction with others (Hon-

nappa et al., 2006; Peris et al., 2006), suggest that it might

bind tubulin’s disordered C-terminal tail as part of its bind-

ing interface.

Comparison of the +TIPs and our protein engineering

studies suggest a considerable structural variation in

how +TIP proteins can be interconnected to achieve their

activities in plus end tracking and promoting tubulin as-

sembly. In some cases, tubulin binding domains are ar-

rayed in tandem along a polypeptide chain with presum-

ably unstructured linkers in between (e.g., Mini spindles,

Ch-TOG, CLIP-170). The cis linking domains within a poly-

peptide appear to be critical, because we show that TOG

domains added in trans do not reconstitute function. In

other cases, single ab tubulin binding domains are found

in a polypeptide and multivalent tubulin binding is

achieved by polypeptide dimerization (e.g., EB1 family

and Bik1 [the CLIP-170 homolog from yeast]). Hybrid

strategies are also employed (e.g., CLIP-170, which has

tandem CAP-Gly domains and is dimerized via a coiled

coil, and Stu2p, which has tandem TOG domains, a dimer-

ization domain, and an additional C-terminal microtubule

binding domain). We also find that native dimerization se-

quences are not essential, as a variety of artificial dimer-

ization strategies (e.g., GCN4 leucine zippers, glutathione

S-transferase, and FKBP-rapamycin-FRB) are capable of

reconstituting +TIP protein function.

Collectively, these studies reveal structural variation in

how multiple +TIP tubulin binding domains can be
ell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 987
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combined to promote tubulin oligomerization for microtu-

bule assembly. However, cis versus trans arrangements

of +TIP domains may produce certain unique outcomes.

For example, the linear arrays of TOG domains in the ex-

tended XMAP215 structure (Cassimeris et al., 2001) may

generate a pseudo protofilament-like arrangement that

is particularly effective for microtubule nucleation. Indeed,

we have found XMAP215 has a potent microtubule nucle-

ation ability compared with CLIP-170, potentially related

to an in vivo nucleation activity given XMAP215’s TACC-

dependent localization to the centrosome (Lee et al.,

2001). Analogous mechanisms exist for the actin cytoskel-

eton where the Spire protein utilizes several arrayed actin

binding domains to template the nucleation of an actin

filament (Quinlan et al., 2005).

+TIP Proteins as Microtubule Polymerization
Chaperones
Our data show that single +TIP tubulin binding domains

do not promote microtubule nucleation or growth in vitro

(and in some cases are inhibitory), nor do they localize to

microtubule plus ends in vivo. In contrast, multimerized

+TIP tubulin binding domains are potent microtubule

nucleators in vitro, promote microtubule growth in vitro,

and are requisite in vivo for microtubule plus end localiza-

tion. For EB1 and CLIP-170, we dynamically show that

plus end tracking requires an ability to bind more than one

tubulin subunit. These results suggest a model (Figure 8) in

which +TIPs bind multiple tubulin dimers in solution and

then deliver these larger tubulin oligomers to the ends of

microtubules. This general idea was first introduced two

decades ago by Gard and Kirschner (Gard and Kirschner,

1987) to explain the high rates of tubulin assembly induced

by XMAP215. Multimerization overcomes the inherent

polymerization barrier tubulin heterodimers face due to

single longitudinal and lateral tubulin:tubulin affinities esti-

mated to be on the order of mM and M, respectively (Sept

et al., 2003; VanBuren et al., 2002). +TIP-induced multi-

merization of tubulin would increase the effective affinity

for the microtubule lattice through cooperative binding,

thereby decreasing the critical concentration for polymer-

ization. By stabilizing tubulin-tubulin interactions prior to

their full incorporation into a mature, cylindrical lattice,

the +TIPs would act as polymerization chaperones. Phys-

iologically, such chaperones would become particularly

important for enhancing the growth of microtubules when

free tubulin dimers are below the critical concentration of

microtubule assembly or when microtubule destabilizing

proteins are active (e.g., in mitosis [Rogers et al., 2002;

Tirnauer et al., 2004; Tournebize et al., 2000]). This mech-

anism also enhances the spatial and temporal regulation

of microtubule assembly in the cell, in part by regulating

the localization and/or activity of +TIPs without modifying

tubulin, the basic unit of polymerization.

In addition to our work, support for this general model

comes from a number of other laboratories. Work by Perez

et al. first showed that tandem CAP-Gly domains in CLIP-

170 plus end track (Perez et al., 1999), whereas single
988 Molecular Cell 27, 976–991, September 21, 2007 ª2007 Els
CAP-Gly domains of the homolog CLIP-115 show greatly

reduced microtubule association (Hoogenraad et al.,

2000). More recently, optical trapping studies by Kersse-

makers et al. analyzing microtubule growth (Kerssemakers

et al., 2006) showed stepwise growth that increased in size

in the presence of full-length XMAP215, a result they inter-

preted as XMAP215-facilitated incorporation of tubulin

oligomers onto the microtubule end.

An apparent exception to the multiple tubulin binding

rule for +TIPs is the CLASP family, which contains only

one TOG domain at its N terminus (Akhmanova et al.,

2001). However, informed by our TOG structures and sec-

ondary structure predictions we can identify several TOG-

like (TOGL) domains in the CLASP family. Two additional

dodeca-helical domains are predicted with alternating

loops that exhibit high homology to TOG domain intra-

HEAT loops (see Figure S6 and legend). If folded into a

Figure 8. Dimerization Model for Plus End Tracking and

Chaperoned Tubulin Polymerization

Model for +TIP chaperoned tubulin polymerization. Above tubulin’s

critical concentration, ab tubulin heterodimers preferentially bind the

microtubule plus end, resulting in microtubule polymerization and

growth. Below tubulin’s critical concentration, +TIP-mediated multi-

merization of ab tubulin effectively raises the affinity for the microtubule

plus end, enabling multimer subunit addition to the microtubule plus

end. Chaperone-mediated copolymerization of +TIPs facilitates local-

ization of +TIPs at the microtubule plus end. A lower affinity for the mi-

crotubule than for free multimerized tubulin subunits leads to +TIP dis-

sociation and the apparent plus end tracking behavior noted for

fluorescent-tagged +TIPs. XMAP215, EB1, and CLIP-170 family mem-

bers are modeled as tethered tubulin binding domains (colored yellow,

orange, and purple, respectively). A diverse array of oligomeric tubulin

binding strategies (lateral versus longitudinal) is likely for each +TIP

family given the tethered nature of their domains. For simplicity, a single

oligomeric tubulin interaction is modeled for each +TIP family. See Dis-

cussion for details.
evier Inc.
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HEAT-like structure, the conservation profile of alternating

loops would be localized to one face of the domain, sug-

gesting that TOGL domains may bind tubulin by a mecha-

nism similar to what we describe here for the TOG domain.

Thus, although poorly conserved at the primary structure

level, XMAP215 and CLASP appear to be ancient +TIP

relatives that may employ a similar general strategy for

plus end tracking. Support for CLASP’s possible polymer-

ization chaperone role comes from Maiato et al., who ob-

served CLASP-dependent microtubule subunit incorpora-

tion into fluxing kinetochore fibers (Maiato et al., 2005).

Our model for +TIPs as multimeric tubulin chaperones

undoubtedly oversimplifies the complexity of interactions

that are occurring at the microtubule plus end in vivo.

+TIP families show divergent effects on microtubule dy-

namics, some promoting growth while others act as

anti-pause, destabilization, rescue, and perhaps even

nucleation factors. Some of these differences in activity

may reside in variations in the affinity constants of +TIP

domains with tubulin monomers, oligomers, and microtu-

bules. As an example, non-EB1 family microtubule-bind-

ing CH domain proteins, including CLAMP and HEC1,

appear to have higher affinity for the microtubule lattice

than EB1 and localize along the entire length of the mi-

crotubule rather than just at plus ends (Dougherty

et al., 2005; Wei et al., 2007). The spatial arrangement

of +TIP domains, arrayed versus dimerized, may lead

to distinct effects on microtubule dynamics by preferen-

tially stabilizing lateral versus longitudinal tubulin-tubulin

interactions. Finally, the intricate web of +TIP-+TIP inter-

actions (Wolyniak et al., 2006) may generate unique

outcomes on tubulin assembly. Multicomponent in vitro

assays, high resolution EM analysis of microtubules,

and X-ray structures of +TIP-tubulin complexes will be

required to further understand how +TIPs regulate the

microtubule lattice.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Constructs, Crystallization, and Structure Determination

Protein constructs, expression, crystallization, X-ray data collection,

and methods of solving the structures are described in the Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures.

Gel Filtration Binding Assays

Tubulin binding assays were conducted over gel filtration using a Tri-

corn Superdex 200 10/30 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in run-

ning buffer (20 mM PIPES [pH 6.5], 0.1% b-ME, 200 mM KCl, 2 mM

MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, and 50 mM GTP) and maintained at 4�C. Two-hun-

dred microliters containing +TIP protein (10 mM) and tubulin (5 mM)

were incubated for 20 min at 4�C in running buffer with 150 mM GTP

(Bim1p1–187 and Bim1p1–187-LZ were also supplemented with 100 mM

KCl to improve solubility) and injected onto the gel filtration column

with a 0.3 ml/min flow rate. Gel filtration assays coupled with in line

dynamic light scattering were performed using a Shodex KW-803 gel

filtration column coupled to a Dawn EOS (Wyatt Technologies) run at

0.5 ml/min in running buffer.

Microtubule Polymerization Assays

Turbidity experiments were performed with 12.5 mM tubulin and 15 mM

of the indicated +TIP proteins. Purified proteins were incubated at 4�C
Molecula
in assembly buffer (50 mM MES [pH 6.6], 3.4 M glycerol, 5 mM DTT,

1 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgSO4, and 1 mM GTP) for 15 min and then in-

jected into 37�C quartz cuvettes. Absorbance at 350 nm was moni-

tored at 0.7 s intervals. Initial A350 spikes resulted from sample injection

and were taken as t = 0. A350 returned to baseline within 20 s, and the

30 s point was utilized for baseline adjustment.

Microscopy-based analysis of microtubule polymerization used

identical protein concentrations as the turbidity experiments; however,

10% of the final tubulin concentration was rhodamine labeled (Cyto-

skeleton, Inc.). Reactions were incubated at 37�C in assembly buffer,

and aliquots were removed at t = 100 and 300 s and diluted 11-fold into

assembly buffer plus 1% glutaraldehyde at 37�C for 3 min. Fixation

was quenched by addition of Tris (pH 7.0) to a final concentration of

100 mM and subsequently diluted 11-fold into glycerol-free assembly

buffer. Microtubules were adhered onto polylysine coated coverslips

by layering 20 ml of reaction mixture above a 20% glycerol cushion

(in assembly buffer) and centrifuging at 24,000 3 g for 30 min. Cover-

slips were subsequently fixed with�20�C methanol, mounted, and im-

aged using an inverted Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope, 403 1.3 N.A.

oil objective, SensiCam camera (Cooke), and mManager software

(http://www.micro-manager.org).

Cell Culture, Transfection, and Live Cell Imaging

HeLa cells and Drosophila S2 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s mod-

ified Eagle’s solution and Schneider’s Drosophila medium, respec-

tively, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. HeLa and S2

cells were transfected using Lipofectamine (Invitrogen) and Cellfec-

tin (Invitrogen), respectively, according to manufacturer’s protocols.

For live cell imaging, cells were plated on Matek dishes (precoated

with ConA for S2 imaging) and images were acquired using a Zeiss

Axiovert microscope outfitted with a spinning disk scanhead (Yoko-

gawa) and 488 nm argon laser (Solamere Technologies), a Hamma-

matsu Orca ERG2 camera or a Mega10 intensified CCD camera

(Stanford Photonics), 1003 1.45 N.A. oil objective (maintained at

37�C by an objective heater [Bioptechs] for HeLa imaging), and

Metamorph software (Molecular Devices) using 23 binning for imag-

ing EGFP fusion proteins. Movies were taken at frame intervals of

either 2 or 3 s and processed using ImageJ and Photoshop (Adobe).

For rapamycin-mediated heterodimerization experiments, DMSO or

ethanol-solubilized rapamycin (Calbiochem) was added to the media

to yield a final concentration of 50 nM. Previously reported inhibition

of CLIP-170 microtubule association via rapamycin treatment was

not evident for our CLIP-170 FRB and FKBP fusion constructs, likely

due to the robust nature of the chemical dimerization assay or ab-

sence of specific rapamycin-sensitive phosphorylation sites in these

constructs (Choi et al., 2002).

Supplemental Data

Supplemental Data include six figures, eight movies, Supplemental

Experimental Procedures, and Supplemental References and can be

found with this article online at http://www.molecule.org/cgi/content/

full/27/6/976/DC1/.
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